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A comparlSon of Spanish relocahon predication with those of Chinese and Enghsh 
demonstrates that the PAS of reloction predication is detenruned not only by its 9-
grid, and 1t must be augmented by selectional features My previous research shows 
that the two formations of relocation verbs across languages have different 9-gnds 
This paper will demonstrate that the reason why certam relocation verbs have 
exclusively one formation is due to the cognihvely defined selectional semantic 
restrictions such as [±Dunension] and [±Distributive] Lexical Conceptual Structure 
should contain at least 9-relations and Argument Sechonal Features 

I Lexical semantics and argument structure 

The lexicon is traditionally considered as an appendix of the grammar formed 
by a repository of mIScellaneous facts or a list of basic irregularities and id1osyncrahc 
properties (Bloomfield 1933)? However, the knowledge that a speaker demonstrates 
with respect to lexical items suggests that there 1s more to lexical knowledge than 
knowledge of id1osyncrat1c word-specific properties W1thm this context then, the 
ability to formulate the prmc1ples that determine syntactic properties from a 
predicate's mearung becomes essential Verbal Lexicon has assumed an mcreasmgly 
central place m several syntachc frameworks The reason for thlS is that the 
charactenstlc of lexical knowledge 1s easily illustrated with respect to verbs More 
and more conceptually oriented syntacists believe that the Predicate Argument 
Structure (PAS) is controlled or even determined by a kmd of semantic mecharusm 
called Lexical Conceptual (Cognitive) Structure (LCS) In the study of Lexicon, the 
following questions have ar1sed 1) is the PAS of a given predicate type only 
constrained or can be determined by LCS, 2) which part of the meaning of a verbal 
type is syntactically relevant, or m other words, what elements constitute the LCS 
which are able to determine the PAS, 3) how can these semantic elements be found, 
and 4) how should it be represented in a hngu1shc theory' 

Jackendoff claimed that the PAS 15 constrained to some extents by the 
Cognitive Structure of a given pred1cate's type Rappaport and Levm (1988, 1992) 
further said that the PAS of a given predicate type 15 fully determined by the LCS 
plus Event Structure As shown by Levm (1985, 1991), native speakers can make 
extremely subtle Judgments concerning the poss1bihhes of combining verbs with 
different arguments and ad1uncts (their numbers and types) In the current version 
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of GB framework, Chomsky (1986), 6-roles are posited as syntactic pr1m1bves and the 
only components of lexical representations However, many verbal types across 
languages may have diathesIS alternation - the same morphological verbal forms 
which allow different alternative constructions, and many of them share the same 
a-grid Grimshaw (1990), Rappaport and Levin (1988), among others, assume that 
the fact that verbs can allow different d1athes1s altemahon is due to the existence of 
different meaning components m their corresponding alternahve formations On 
the other hand, verbs refermg to the same event, achv1ty or action may allow or 
may not allow alternative formations The nature of the meaning components of 
verbs with or without diathesis alternation, m tum, would be expected to influence 
the selection of a lexical representation of the verb So the meaning component 
expressed by thematic relations must be descomposed mto semantic features of 
lower level m order to further analyze the semantic-to-PAS mappmg system m 
natural languages The central topic posed in this paper IS to find those elements m 
the LCS besides 9-roles which determine the PAS of all verbal subtypes that share 
maJor semantic surulanhes 

II. Argument Structures of Relocabon Predication 

Verbs refermg to the common activity of relocation, 1 e moving something to 
a new location across languages are characterized either by their possible alternative 
conf1gurat10ns, 1 e , state change (SC) formation and locative change (LC) formation, 
or by their unaltemattve SC or LC configuration Rappaport and Levm (1988) name 
the relocation verbs with altematlvity Locative Alternation Verbs (LAVs), and I 
name the other two verbal types without alternation Locative Complement Verbs 
(LCVs)-- d1trans1hve verbs mearung change of location, and State Change Verbs 
(SCVs)- ditrans1ttve verbs meaning change of state Consider (01) 

(01) 
A) LCVs 

Spamsh a) Juan puso un hbro en la mesa 'John put a book on the table· 
English b) John put a book on the table 

PONER x < 1- , P en Z > 
'put' 

B) SCVs 
Spanish a) Juan Ueno el tanque con agua John filled the tank with water' 
English b) John filled the bottle with water 

LLENAR X < z. , P con V > 
'f11l' 

C) LAVs 
Spanish a) Juan cargo la madera en el cam16n 'John loaded wood into the truck· 

b) Juan cargo el camion con madera 'John loaded the truck with wood' 
English a') John loaded wood mto the truck 

b') John loaded the truck with wood 
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CARGAR {x < 1- , P en z >) 
'load' X < z. , P con V > 

In (01) the following signs are used to rewrite the PAS The arguments mside < > 
are mtemal arguments, the one outside < > 1S the external argument, X, Y and Z 
represent respectively entities 1, 2, 3 involved m the action, Pis the preposition 'P 
en Z' indicates that Z takes the preposition en to refer to a location argument m the 
structure and 'P con Y' indicates that Y takes the preposition con to refer to a 
prepos1honal argument in the structure My hypotheslS is that the one-directional 
or two directional Locative Change (LC) & State Change (SC) formations are due to 
the pred1cate's semantic properties Then, the study of the ch01ces between the two 
syntactic constructions for the different morphological verbal forms such as LCVs, 
SCVs and LAVs will constitute the starting point for understanding the 
mterconnecbon between semantics and argument types I will test the hypotheslS 
that the presence or absence of certam semantic elements entail the direction of 
argument-to-role mapping, and will determine whether a given relocation verb is 
LAV, LCVor SCV 

In my previous research (Chen 1995) I build upon and modify key prmcples 
associated with Chomsky's (1982, 1986) a-theory by usrng the cognitive semantics 
method The data show that verbs across languages mearung relocation have two 
distinct configurations with maJor syntactic and semantic differences Even their 
PASs are different the locative rnd1rect argument is obhgatory m PAS for the LC 
formation, and the prepos1honal argument is opt10nal m PAS for the the SC 
formation I will use parentheses ( ) to represent an optional argument (02) 
represents the P ASs for both LC and SC formahons 

(02) 
a) LC X < X, Pen Z > 
b)SC X < Z, (Peon X) > 

The following diagram shows the representation of a-role assignment m the 
PASs of the two formations of relocahon predication suggested by Rappaport and 
Levin (1988) & Stowell (1981), Jackendoff (1972, 1983), Fillmore's (1968), Gruber 
(1965) respectively 

(03) 

~ LC formation SC formation 

~ < f I p z > r < t I p z > 
I I 

RaJ)pa & Lev1n (BB) I I I I I 
Theme Stowell (BI) Agent Theme location Agent locat1on 

Uackendoff (83) Agent Theme Goel Agent Goal Theme 
Flllmore (68) Agent Instrument locet1on Agent locatwe Instrument 
Bruber (65) Agent Locatum locet1on Agent Location Locatum 

The differences ma-role grids for relocation predication previously proposed show 
that the 0-roles' terminology and the defm1hon for each thematic type is very 
confusing and 1S not constStent and urufied In this sunple 0-role ass1grunent device 
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the 0-roles are randomly used, cogmhvely not very founded, and a common 0-role 
often breaks down as it 1s extended to a larger class of verbsl I fallowed Jackendoffs 
semanbc decomposition method and conceptual theory and represented the 
cogmtively defmed percepbve pictures guiding PASs of LC and SC formations as 
follow 

(04) 1) LC 

'B) ~-T-0 ~>•l---~>••d A. : FROM Departure 

~ v z 
b) - E I< 

)( y 
.. 
z 

11) SC 

A~• )( z v 
(04) shows that both relocahon formations have different cognitive basis m 
predication From the visual perspective of a speaker, there are two possible 
cogruhve processes For LC structure (i), a mottvatmg X enhty (generally [+human]) 
moves a Y entity, and places it m a new position represented by a End Z entity or 
moves 1t from a old place represented by a Departure Z enbty For SC structure (11), a 
motivating X entity (m general [+human]) acts upon a Z enhty and changes its state 
by usmg a Y enhty as a media 

After reflnlllg and defmmg more prec1Sely the 9-roles as syntacbcally relevant 
semantic elements, m my previous research (Chen, 1985) a new 9-role called 
Substance is added to the existing hst of 9-relatlons of SC formation The 
1ustificahon for dlStmgu1shmg Substance from the more trad1t1onal Theme role 15 
that, accordmg to GB Theory, expressions wruch bear the same thematic relation to 
some item will be sub1ect to the same selectional restnctions w1thm a given 
predicate type (Radford, 1988) However,Theme role assigned to the Y entity m the 
two fonnabons have different selectional constraints Substance role 15 characterized 
by a non-countable selectional restncbon appropriate to an abstract enhty, or 
substanbal countable entity withm a given space Any lexical item taking Y enhty 
which does not have thlS selectional properties cannot occur m any SC formation. 
The P ASs together with the 0-gnds of LC and SC formations are represented m (OS) 

(05) 
a) LC X < Y , P

1
z > 

>-ge1 nt T " Action Receiver Location 
b)SC X <Z, (P~)> 

AJent Act1otlRecelver suistance 
(05) shows that LC & SC formations have different argument structure valences 
Therefore LC and SC vanants of LAVs are not real variants, and the LAVs are kmd 
of semantically related homonyms or homographs 

I Separate papers wtll be given to discuss the problems of the 0-roles 
commonly used m modern lmgu1st1c hterature 
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Ill: Semantic selection for the Lexicon and $-selection 

Modern hngu15ts interpret PAS in two different approaches non-restrictive 
and restrictive The fonner is represented by Jackendoffs Conceptual Theory, wlule 
Fillmore's Case Theory, Chomsky's GB Theory, and MIT Lexical Program (MLP) 
hold the restrictive view of PAS A restnchve approach assumes that the meamng 
of a verb does have considerable ability to predict the PAS If it is restrictive we 
should be able to tell what is the cogruhve nature of two separate formations of 
verbs with alternation which share very smular semantic interpretahons, and also 
which semanhc elements can detemune the separahon of verbs refering to the same 
activity, state, or achon 

S-Selechon is originally proposed to deal with the ch01ce of expressions which 
can fill a particular argument function In Standard Theory Chomsky (1965) 
proposed selection restrictions, present in D-structure, as all of the information 
necessary to provide an adequate semantic interpretation of a sentence Chomsky 
(1986 86) has intimated that Phrase Structure Rules and Subcategorizahon frames 
might be unnecessary According to his analysis, Categonal Selection (C-Selechon) is 
predictable from 0-role information, while Phrase Structure Rules merely restate 
general principles and properties of the Lexicon Radford (1988) further clearly says 
that selectional information (S-selechon) 15 redundant because it is also predictable 
from 0-mformahon In this way the three components of Lex1con-
Subcategorization, Phrase Structure Rules and Selection Restrictions m Chomsky's 
(1970) Extended Standard Theory are virtually eluninated from the lexical entries 
As a result, the 0-role information posited as serve as a basis for generating PAS 
becomes the only component of lexical representations According to Radford (1988) 
and Williams' (1988) the reason why S-Selection is no longer mentioned m GB 
Theory 1s that there is substantial empmcal evidence in support of the crucial role-
identi ty claim In the hght of this observation, note that the NP which is the Object 
of Enghsh V roll in (a) seems to obey the same selection restrictions as the NP which 
is its Sub1ect in (b) as shown m (06) 

(06) 
a) John rolled the ball/the rock/*the theoryf'srncerity down the hill 
b) The ball/the rock/*the theory/"sincerity rolled down the hill 

Thus, the fact that the DO of roll when used transitively obeys the same selection 
restnchons as its subject when used ergatlvely provides interesting independent 
confirmation of the assumphon that the two NPs play the same 9-role, even though 
they have different constituent structure status To take a example of cognitive 
predication, we might suppose that an Expenencer Argument must denote a 
Rational (i e mmd-possessmg) entity Consider2 

(07) 
a) Mary/$my goldf1sh/$$my birth thinks/knows that John 15 very clever 
b) John impressed Mary/$my goldftsh/$$my birth as very clever 
c) John seems to Mary/$my goldf1sh/$$my birth to be very clever 

2 In this paper $ makes an mappropnate lexical item for a given argument of 
pred1cat1on 
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Note that m (07) the expressions taking the Expenencer role are subject to the same 
selection restrictions m each case although the NP concerned fulfills different 
grammatical functions m each sentence a sub1ect m (a), a Verb Object m {b), and a 
Prepositional Object m (c) The degree to which a given speaker accepts a sentence 
with goldfish as lexical item taking Expenencer role depends on the degree to which 
he believes that goldfish is Rational one My JUshncation of Substance's selectional 
property also constitute a strong support of thts assumption 

In short, according to those examples, selection restrictions are already 
contamed m or attached inherently to 0-mformatxon, and we do not have to specify 
it for the lexical entry As a result, 1t is possible ehmmate both C-selection and 5-
selecbon, and the LeX1con can be restricted to a-relations H that 1s the case, we might 
say that given a 0-grid of any predicate, its argument structure must be predictable 
Moreover, this s1mphfication of the LeXIcon wtll only be possible if and only if both 
subcategonsanon frames and selection restrictions are entirely predictable from 0-
roles However, so far I only proved that a-relation must contain selectional 
mformat1on, but we still do not know if there are other selectional information 
needed m Lexicon rather than those attached to a-roles 

Let us take LA Vs, SCVs, and LCVs as example With the new e-gnds for both 
relocation formations, we are able to predict that when a Substance role is attached 
to a Y entity m LA Vs, both LC and SC formations are possible With a Non-
substance Y entity m the Lexicon of a LAV a exclusive LC formation is totally 
predictable Moreover, with different 0-roles assigned to the P ASs of LC and SC 
formations we still do not know why certain relocation verbs only have LC 
formation, others, only SC formation A real restrictive LCS-to-P AS device should 
give us the answer to this question In next section I will fmd the other elements 
which determine the PASs of the three relocabon types 

IV. Arg -selectional features for relocation verbs 

I will now propose soluhons for the problems regarding relocanon Lexicon-
PAS mapping I will begm by presenting the theoretical JUStlflcahons for asserting 
that selectional restrichons apply to relocation verbs depending upon whether they 
are ±D1stnbuted ([±d]) and ±DIMens1onal ([±DIM]) 

1 Theorebcal foundahon of Arg -selectional restnct1ons 
Gruber (1965, 1976), Fillmore (1966, 1968) among others fmt realized that 0-

relatmns of different verbal categories are not enough to characterize all the 
semantic mformatlon that the speaker has about their PAS, above all when dealing 
with certain types of predicates which have alternative sentential structures On the 
other hand, Chomsky (1986) never stated explicitly that Selectional Constraints are 
totally unnecessary for the Lexicon In a theory of Conceptual Lmgu1stics, meanings 
are mentally represented, and can be decomposed into a small set conceptual 
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constituents or features, 1 e, the semantic properties that have a grammatical reflex 
Theoretically it is acceptable that there is another type of lexico-semantic restriction 
that IS not contained m 0-roles Consider 

(08) 
a) Mary dnnks water/ 'glue/ ??pollen/ ???books 
b) Mary ate bread/ 'water/ ??the table/ ???the sky 
(08) shows that drink selects a drinkable lexical item for its DO, eat requires a edible 
lexical item as DO So, any direct argument of a an action verb denoting an 
[+affected] entity must have a [+(V meanmg)-ble] semantic characteristic. This type 
of lexical information is totally idiosyncratic, and cannot generalized as a semantic 
feature for the Lexicon of this verbal subcategory Now, let's also compare 
selectional properties of Enghsh A Vs murder & chop 

(09) a) John murdered Mary/ •potatoes 
Specif1cahon of 9-properties Agent Action Receiver 
Spec1f1cation of selectional mformahon <+Human> <+Human, +affected> 

b) John chops potatoes/ •Mary 
Specification of 9-propemes Agent Action Receiver 
Spec1ficahon of selectional mformabon.<+Human> <-Human, +affected> 
(09) shows that the selectional features for the Action Receiver role of murder (a) 
and chop differ from each other So the [±human] feature cannot be generalized by 
0-mformabon of action verbs, but controls the choice of expressions which can 
occupy a given sentence-position within a given category So, action predication 
may further divided into two subclasses one with the Action Receiver attached to 
[+human] feature, and the other with Action Receiver attached to [-human] feature 
Both (08) and (09) show that there is lexical information that does not mherently 
relate to 9-mformahon 

To conclude, there are three types of S-selechons First, selectional 
mformahon mherently attached to 9-roles, which is redundant and unnecessary to 
specify ma Grammar (07) Second, idiosyncratic lexical-semantic restrictions on the 
choice of expressions which can occupy a given sentence-position, but have no 
selectional power and depend on pragmatic choices (08) Third, selectional 
information sensitive to verbal categorization and not contained in 0-mformation 
(09) 

Previous discussions of relocation predication only attempt to make explicit 
how and why LAVs allow two alternative variants However, there is another 
question in the study of relocation verbs why do some verbs only allow LC 
formation, and others only allow SC formation? How do native speakers know that 
some verbs which are apparently related to spray and load do not allow both 
options, that fill and cover show one possibility, while dump and pour show the 
other? Let's repeat some Enghsh examples given by Jackendoff (1990) here 

(10) 
(i) 

(11) 

a) •Momca covered a blanket over the baby 
b) Monica covered the baby with a blanket 
a) Carla poured lemonade into the pitcher 
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b) *Carla poured the pitcher with lemonade 
(10) shows that cover only allows SC formation, and pour LC formation Smee the 
reformed 0-grid of LCVs and that of the LC formation for LAVs are the same, and 
the 0-gnd of SCVs and that of the SC formation for LA Vs are also the same, we are 
unable to predict relocation verbal types from only 0-mformation Is there a way to 
explain the multiple classification of these Vs? Additional component is needed to 
increase the restnctive power of GB framework In other words, with different 0-
grids assigned to the argument structure within GB Theory, and different LCSs for 
LC & SC formations we still cannot explain why certain relocation verbs only have 
LC formation, others, only SC formation, or both of them Tlus component must be 
formed by cogrutively oriented semantic elements If and only if there is such and 
such a semantic selectional element in the Lexicon of a given relocation predicate, 
this predicate must have either LC argument structure or SC argument structure or 
both or them 

In opposition to Radford's welcome prospect of ehmmatmg all selection 
restrictions from the Lexicon, I will recover the third selection restriction that 
determines the choice of PAS of a given predicate type or subtype as an 1II1portant 
component of the Lexicon for Chomsky's GB framework I will use some featural 
elaboranon of spatial functions of Jackendoffs Conceptual Theory (1990) and his 
semantic decomposition method m order to link linguistic notions to more general 
cognitive notions and to prelinguistlc conceptual processes Jackendoff (1990, P27) 
assumes that the syntactic category system and the conceptual category system match 
up faII'ly well I call this type of selection restrictions Argument selectional features 
(Arg -selectional features) I propose that a restnchve framework must specify Arg - -
selectional features to determine which PAS can be selected 1£ a verbal type has a 
given semantic feature I assume that 1f an Arg -select10nal feature is shared by all 
the members of one relocation verbal subclass, but not by members of the other two 
relocation subclasses, thlS feature must serve as mediator between Lexicon and PAS 
and determines the PAS of the former 

2 Non-d1mens1onal feature for non-alternative LCVs 

Following Jac.kendoff's (1990) semantic decomposition method, I assume that 
the Location role which marks the locative nature of Z entity m LC formahon can be 
re-analyzed according to its inner space concept In Lyons' (1977) spahal dimension 
concept, human language reflects our biological make-up, our natural terrestrial 
habitat, our mode of locomotion, and even the shape and properties of our bodies 
This cognitive perspective view gives us the means of identifying one of the 
dimensions m a three-dimens10nal space Here I will first analyze the 
dimens10nahty and shape concept reflected by the entity Z taking the Location role 
mLCVs 

Talmy (1985) points out that Paths are universally allowed in the conceptual 
structure of motion verbs In a Figure/ Ground dichotomy, the Ground should 
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matter more semantically than the Figure m the long run, and the Ground's 
internal semantic properties such as d1mens1onahty, countability, etc, often control 
the choice of Path, because it is the Ground that provides the reference pomt for the 
movement of the Figure There can be a Ground with no Figure, but 1t 1s difficult to 
imagine a Figure with no Ground Both LCVs & SCVs are mohon predication As a 
first step, I will examme the [-DIM] Arg -selectional feature as part of the Ground for 
LCVs 

From our perceptional v1ewpomt, a Place can be seen as single dimensional, 
two-dimensional or three-d1mens1onal space According to Frawley (1992), 
dimensional vlSual perception is derived from perceptual mechanisms that first 
deliver one and two-d1mens1onal representations, and non-dimensional ([-DIM]} 
space 1s a neutralization of dimensionality beyond dimensions Predicates may 
reflect [+DIM] concept, and can also reflect a [-DIM] Place Now consider some LCVs 

(11) 
a) Juan derram6 sangre en el suelo 'Jolm shed blood on the floor· 
b) Juan salpic6 aceite por todas partes 'Jolm splashed otl everywhere· 
c) Juan sumergi6 una tabla en el agua 1ohn submerged a board m water• 
d) Juan tra10 un hbro aqu{ 'John brought a book here • 
In (lla & b) the prepositions en & por express 'on(to) the surface of' or 'at', while m 
(c) en represents a locative concept of 'mto/ inside of somethmg' In (d) the location 
adverb aqui is obviously neutral to the dunensional concept So the term Location 
for LCVs represents either into or onto or at In all these cases, the locative concept 
expressed by the P en is not prease, it can be any place within the margin marked by 
the NP Sometimes the locative argument can be expressed by a PP to indicate a 
Place without the spatial concept The following sentences are commonly accepted 
by nab.ve speakers 

(12) 
a) Juan peg6 un sello en/ a la carta 'John stuck a stamp on the letter' 
b) Juan mcorpor6 un nuevo capitulo al/ en el hbro 

'Jolm mcorporated a new chapter mto the book.' 
In (12) both en and a are accepted m PPs denoting the destination point 
However, m some contexts, only a locahve PP IS allowed for LCVs Consider 

(13) 
a} Juan ya puso techo a/ ??en su casa recien constru1da 

John roofed (put roof to) hts recently built house• 
(13) shows that although m most cases poner requires en m its locative PP, only a 
can be used to represent a span without concrete spatial meaning A more exact 
locative can be specified m the locahve argument of LCV Consider 

(14) 
a) Juan puso el bbro a su derecha/ en la esquma 

'Jolm put the book on hts nght/ on the comer' 
(14) shows that the locative concept expressed by the P en can be a more concrete or 
precise point without spatial consideration On the other hand, the P de 'from' m 
Spanish LCVs indicates exclusively a beginning pomt 1gnonng totally the spatial 
concept Consider 
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(15) 
a) Juan sac6 una carta del ca16n. 'John took a letter out of the drawer• 
Another preposition-related semantic property of Spanish LCVs is that 1f the 

locative indirect argument has the [+human] feature, the preposition a 1s used 
exclusively for both TO and FROM concepts 

(16) 
a) Juan puso una chaqueta grts a (,.en) su hiJO 'John put a gray Jacket on his son • 
b) Juan qwt6 la chaqueta a ( .. de) su lujo 'John took the 1acket off 1us son' 
The preposition a in the sentences of (16) is neutral to the directions between the 
starting and ending A is used to indicate a [+human] locative lexical item without 
any d1mens1onal concept The Location role conceptuahzed as a Place is represented 
visually by a Point- a dimensionless geometric ob1ect for LCVs, and the inner space 
1s totally ignored when the speakers connect locative Z entity with the indirect 
argument of LCVs 

To further prove that the mdirect argument of LCVs is characterized by non-
dunenbonal concept, let's compare LCVs with SCVs and LA Vs In Spanish, 1f any 
pred1cate's internal argument expresses a [+DIM] locahon, the ad1ective todo 'entire, 
whole must be allowed in the locahve expression many context, and if the locative 
argument has [-DIM} meanmg, the ad1ective todo is not allowed mto the locative 
expression In thIS sense, the verbs expressing 'stay' and 'arrive' which have a 
typically [-DIM} locahve argument are opposite to the verbs expressing movement 
that allow a [+DIM] locattve argument Tlus property IS illustrated m (17) 

(17) 
a) Juan esta en ( .. toda la) casa 'John 15 m (all) the house• 
b) Juan lleg6 a ( .. toda la) casa 'Jolm arrived at (all) the house' 
c) Juan camma a lo largo de toda la calle 'Jolm walks along (all) the street ' 
Smee verbs hke estar 'stay' (a) and llegar 'arrive' (b) do not require a d1mens1onal 
concept of the lexical entry for the Place argument, todo JS not allowed as a modifier 
of the NP hcencmg locahve argument However, a Movement verb hke caminar 
'walk' does allow (c) chmens1onal locatives for lexical entry, and todo 1s acceptable to 
modify the locative NP Now consider LAVs and SCVs 

(18) 
a) Juan cargo ma1z en todo el camion 1ohn loaded com onto the whole truck • 
b) Juan carg6 todo el canu6n con mafz. 'John loaded the whole truck with com· 
c) Juan llen6 toda la botella con agua 'John filled the whole bottle with water • 
d) Juan cubn6 toda la mesa con arena 'John covered the whole table with sand • 
In (18) todo ts allowed m the locative expression, so the Z entity m LA Vs and SCVs 
contalrlS [+DIM] concept For this reason, I will use todo as a touchstone to test the 
dtmens1onahty of different spatial types of Spanish LCVs The Locahon role of 
Spanish LCVs shows spatial Interiority or spatial Extenor1ty Consider first LCVs 
expressmg Extenonty 

(19) 
a) Juan peg6 un sello en (??todo) el sobre 'Jolm stuck a stamp on the (-Whole) envelope• 
b) Juan pas6 un hbro a (??toda) Ia b1bboteca 'John passed a book to the (•whole) hbrary • 
c) El rat6n arrastr6 un pedazo de pan a ( .. todo) el suelo 
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'The mouse pulled a piece of bread to the (4whole) floor' 
d) Juan quit6 la mancha de ("toda) la camISa 

'John took the spot off from the (4whole) shut' 
Consider, second, the LCVs expressing Interiority: 
(20) 

Selectional Elements 

Juan meti6 un papel en (*todo) el hbro 'John put a paper into the (•whole) book.' 
Consider, then, the LCVs expressing Extenority or/and Intenority 

(21) 
Juan ech6 un pedazo de pan en (*todo) el suelo 

'John threw a piece of bread on the (•whole) floor' 
(19-21) show that none of the Sparush LCVs requues dimensional value for their 
locative argument We can further test the [-DIM] Arg-selectional feature for 
locative argument of LCVs with un punto fi10 'a fixed point' which specifies 
exclusively the [-DIM] property of a Place Consider 

(22) i) LCVs 
a) Juan puso un chinche en un pun to hJO de la mesa 

John put a thumbtack in a fJ.Xed point of the table 
b) Juan meh6 un chmche en un punto ftJO de la mesa 

'John inserted a thumbtack m a fixed pomt of the table 
11) LAVs & SCVs 

a) *Juan carg6 una tabla en un punto b.10 del cami6n 
John loaded a board onto a fJ.Xed pomt of the truck ' 

b) *Juan mfl6 oxigeno en un punto hJO de la llanta 
'John tnflated oxygen into a faxed pomt of the hre ' 

(22) shows that both LAVs and SCVs allow their mdirect argument to have [+DIM] 
meaning, but LCVs ignore the dimension of the Location entity Therefore I 
conclude that when a relocation verb requires its lexical entry for Z entity to be non-
dimensional [-DIM], it has exclusively LC formation, and 1t 1s LCV To specify this 
particular cogmhve property for LCVs, we may change Rappaport and Levin's (1989) 
LCSto 

(23) X [CAUSE [ Y change to a [-DIM] Location] 

1.3 D1shibutive feature on non-alternative SCVs 

Now I will examine if there is any common Arg -selectional property that all 
members of SCVs share, but LA Vs and LCVs do not Jackendoff (1990) notes that SC 
formatJon (includes SCVs and LAV) incorporates a d1stnbutlve meaning for the 
Location role, 1 e, as result of a relocation movement, Substance comes to be 
everywhere or all around m the reference object represented by a container Z entity 
He uses the subscript d to mdicate the distnbuhve feature and an ordinary location 
without it I prefer to use [±d] to mark the the distributive and non-distributed 
locatJon ThlS difference IS illustrated by Jackendoff in (24) 

(24) 1) 
a) Water/ The water/ *Some water/ .. A puddle of water was all over the floor 
b) Telephone poles were/ The telephone poles were/ *A telephone pole was/ 
*Some telephone poles were all along the road 
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ii) 
a) •water/ The water/ Some water/ A puddle of water was on the floor 
b) •Telephone poles were/ The telephone poles were/ A telephone pole was/ Some 
telephone poles were along/ beside the road 
In (24i), all over & all along express distribuhve media/ location, and m (2411) on, 
along & beside express non-d1stnbubve media or ordinary location Languages 
make a distinction between entities that are vertically extended and those that are 
honzontally extended These basic axes of space deternune the particular onentation 
an entity has m its spatial extension Schwartz-Norman's (1976) suggested a holistic 
feature for the selection of LAVs There are also substantial differences between 
hohstlc feature and the [ +d] feature Holistic mterpretatton for LA Vs only means 
that most of the referent, i e , Y entity (Figure) is involved or affected by the action 
But [+d] location denotes an unbounded and aggregate media and completeness 
denoting Z entity (Ground) 

Frawley (1992 438) observes that the hnguistic concept of quantity can be 
expressed as distributive or non-dIStnbuted Jackendoff (1990) assumes that a concept 
of [+d] location for SC formation is a state-change requirement, i e to specify that a 
surface, container, or medium undergoes a particular change resulting from the 
addition of substance to it In Enghsh 

(25) 
a) Bill loaded the truck with hay 
b) Billl sprayed the wall with paint 
c) John filled bottle with water 

For Jackendoff SC formation of both LAVs (25a&b) and SCVs (25c) in Enghsh have 
[+d] interpretation The object expressing Location must have substance denoted by 
entity Y distributed (horizontally and/or vertically extended) elsewhere within 
entity Z as the immediate result of relocation movement Distnbutive ([+d]) space m 
SC formation represents aggregate & unbounded media and marks the 
completeness or the resultant state of a state-change process of an entity with two or 
three dimensional space In other words, the Z entity, involved m this type of SC 
activity and realized as the direct argument of a proposition of SC, results m a state 
full of a substance. Thus, [ +d] semantically represents the specific resultant state of 
relocation movement, and syntactically constitutes a particular selectional feature 
for the lexical entry of the direct argument of SC formation Next I will examine 
Spanish, Enghsh and Chinese data to test Jackendoff's [+d] selectional feature for 
SCVs and LAVs 

First, I wtll examine SCVs Across languages there are two subgroups of SCVs 
that denote relocation action, i e , verbs meaning FILL & COVER The [ +d) feature 
can be semantically descomposed by two semantic features: completeness + 
unboundedness; i.e , the substance is distributed completely and m an unbounded 
manner within the space indicated by the entity Z as the final state of the action The 
[+d] feature does not denote the density, pressure or thickness of the thing 
represented by entity Y withm the space denoted by entity Z I wtll examme the two 
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semantic properhes separately Consider first the following Spanish and English 
data. 

(26) Completiveness 
a) Juan acaba de llenar la botella con agua, y ahora la botella esta totalmente llena 

John has JUSt filled the bottle with water, and now the bottle 1s totally full 
b) Juan llen6 la botella con agua, #pero la botella no esta llena/ #pero la botella no 
esta totalmente llena/ #pero el agua s6lo lleg6 a la m1tad de la botella/ #pero la 
botella s6lo se qued6 un poco mo1ada 

John filled the bottle with water, #but the bottle JS not full/ #but the bottle lS not 
totally full/ #but the water only reached the middle of the bottle/ #but the bottle ts 
only a httle bit wet 

(27) 
a) Juan acaba de cubnr la com1da (con un papel}, y la com1da se queda totalmente/ 
completamente cub1erta 

John has 1ust covered the food with a paper, and the food is totally I completely 
covered 
b) Juan acaba de cubrir la comida con un papel, #pero la conuda no esta totalmente 
cub1erta/ #pero la conuda no esta completamente cubierta/#pero el papel s6lo 
cubn6 una parte de la conuda/ #pero el papel s6lo cubn6 un rmc6n de la comida/ 
#pero la conuda se qued6 parc1almente descub1erta/ #pero la com1da se qued6 en su 
mayor parte descub1erta 

John has JUSt covered the food with a paper,#but the food IS totally covered/ #but 
the food is not completely covered/ #but the paper only covered a part of the food/ 
#but the food IS partially not covered/ #but the food IS not mostly covered 
(26-27) show that only completeness is expressed, the secondary clause can be 
consIStent m meaning with the first clause when the SCVs are used If not, the 
secondary clause results odd or contradictory Now let's examme the [+d] feature as 
unbounded media m SCVs 

(28) 
a) Juan acaba de llenar la botella, ahora el agua esta por todas partes/ por todos los 
lados de la botella 

John has JUSt filled the bottle, now the water ts all over the bottle 
b) Juan acaba de llenar la botella, ahora el agua esta #en algunas partes/ #en un 
lado/ #en una parte/ #amba/ #aba10/ #en la parte derecha/ *parc1almente/ •s0Io 
en el borde/ a la nutad 

John has just filled the bottle, how the water ts #m some parts/ #tn one side/ #m 
one part/ #up/ #down/ #at the right side/ #partially/ #only on the entrance/ till 
the middle 
(28} shows that if the space denoted by a lexical item reabzed as entity Z ts bemg 
reduced to a bounded or partial location by the secondary clause, it will result 
contradictory again to the main clause where a SCV is used 

According to The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language fill 
means "to put mto as much as can be held, load completely, make full" The 
Random House's explanation for fzll is 'make full, nil up, saturate, spread, 
overspread' These two explanahons are pretty close to my defuution of [+d] feature 
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Both Sparush and English SCVs require their Z entity hcensmg the direct argument 
to have [+d] selecbonal feature 

Chinese does not have any relocation verb that has exclusively SC formahon 
All morphologically defined relocation verbs in Chinese are LCVs or LAVs For 
instance, there are no verbs that express the meaning of 'fill', but there are verbs 
denoting 'put/ load hquid mto' such as Guan There are no verbs that express the 
meaning of 'cover', but there are verbs denoting 'put something on the surface of 
suchasGai 

Second, I will examine if the SC formation of LAVs has the [+d] feature for 
the Z entity, the direct argument Intu1hvely, if someone says "I loaded the truck 
with sheep ", we understand that the sheep will occupy a substantial space of the 
truck after loadmg, and the quantity or number of sheep must be s1gruficant with 
respect to the size of the truck, i e, Substance concept This does not mean that the 
sheep are one on top of another filhng a three dimensional space of a truck, i e , it is 
[-d] concept However, 1f someone says "I filled the truck wzth sheep", we 
understand that the sheep are dlStributed everywhere in the three d1mens1onal 
space of the truck, and they are piled one on the top of another, 1e 1 [ +d] concept 

Now, I wtll examine this semantic difference between SCVs and the SC 
formation of LA Vs m lmguIShc context The following English sentences with the 
mam clause of load in SC formation are not contradictory when the secondary 
clause expresses no-d1stnbuted meaning 

(29) i) In Enghsh· 
a) Bill loaded the truck with hay, but left some space for com/ but the truck has 
some space left/ the hay was loaded only on the left side/ now one third of the space 
lS still empty 
b) Bill sprayed the wall with paint, but many parts are unpainted 
c) Btll packed the boxes with books, but the boxes are not totally full of books 

n)In Spanish 
a) Juan cargo el cam16n con arroz, deJando el arroz solamente en la parte delantera 
del cam16n 
1ohn loaded the truck with nee, but the nee was loaded only m the front part of the track.• 
b) Juan acaba de roc1ar las plantas con agua, pero algunas plantas no ttenen agua en 
sus ho1as 
'John has 1ust sprayed the plants with water, but some plants are without water on theu leaves • 

c) Juan pmt6 la pared, pero una parte de la pared no esta pmtada todavia 
john pamted the wall, but one part of the wall JS not painted yet' 

In command form 
(30) 1) In English. 

a) Load 011 please, but don't fill the tank 
b) Don't fill the tank please, load only five liters 

11) In Sparush 
a) Carga el tanque s6lo hasta la m1tad 'Load the tank only till the middle • 
b) Cargue nafta, pero no Ilene el tanque 'Fill naphta, but don't ftll the tank· 
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(30) shows that when SC formation of LAVs 1s used for commanding, additional 
mformation with (-d] meamng is not contradictory at all to the meamng expressed 
by the LAVs 

So Jackendoff's (1990) [+dl interpretation for the dll'ect argument of LAV's SC 
formation is not correct in both Enghsh & Spanish LA V's SC formation has no 
inherent [+d] 5-feature I conclude that when a relocation verb requires its lexical 
entry for Z entity to be distributed [+d] as result of the actlv1ty, it has exclusively SC 
formation, and it is SCV On the other hand, both LAVs and LCVs are typically [-d] 
verbs 

Evidence can also be found in the Chinese data Chinese has no SCVs at all 
Like English and Spamsh, Chinese LA Vs do have alternative SC formation (Chen 
1990), as illustrated in (31) 

(31) 
a) Wang guan shu1 

Wang load water 'Wang put water m' 
b) Wang guan-le pinzi le 

Wang load-LE bottle Le 'Wang put bottle with water' 
(31) shows that in Chinese there is no typical SCVs, and the basic SC formation is 
monotransitive because Chinese lacks a Substance role However, when the 
postverbal [ +d] resultant particle MAN lS used, the LC configuration is not allowed, 
and the SC formation 1s exclusive 

(32) 
a) Wang guan-man-le pingzi le 

Wang load -full -LE bottle le 'Wang filled the bottle' 
b) "'Wang guan-mln-le shu1 za1 pingz1 lt 

Wang load -full-LE water to bottle m 'Wang filled water mto a bottle' 
(32} shows that when MAN lS introduced into a sentence m wluch a typical LAV lS 
used, the LC formation is ill-formed {b), and only the SC formation is grammatical 
So like Spamsh and English, in Chinese [+d] location must be expressed by a direct 
argument referring to a place bemg changed m state, and can never be expressed by 
an indirect argument referring to a thing being moved m location Now I will 
further test If MAN 1s really related to distributive mearung and is a [+d] feature 
marker Consider 

(33) 
Wang guan-man-le pingzi le, 
Wang load-full -LE bottle LE 'Wang filled the bottle, 

#dansh.i pingz1 me1 mm/ #danshi pingzi mei quan-miln 
but bottle not full/ but bottle not load-full 

#but the bottle IS not full/ #but the bottle IS not totally full ' 
In (33), when MAN is attached to the LAV, any secondary clause containing a [-d] 
meaning is considered contradictory However, m a sentence of LAV without MAN, 
a secondary clause referring to a [-d] mearung is totally acceptable as an additional 
explanation of the main clause, as illustrated m (34} 
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(34) 
a) Wang guan-Ie pingzi-le, kesht mei guan-man 

Wang load-LE bottle LE but not load-full 
'Wang loaded the bottle, but didn't fill it full' 

Selecttonal Elements 

b) Wang zhuang-le k~che, danshi dou zhuang dao yi b1an qu le 
Wang load -LE truck but all load to one side forwards LE 

'Wang loaded the truck, but all the things were loaded at one side' 
As shown m (34) sentences without MAN, additional information m 
Incompleteness (a), and also additional information on the obvious Boundedness of 
the Z entity taking the direct argument (b) m alterable SC formation 1s allowed as it 
is not contradictory in meaning to the mam clause So Chinese constitutes very 
Important evidence for predicting that whenever, a [+d] feature 1S attached to Z 
enhty m the lexical entry for a given relocation predicate, SC formahon 1s inevitable, 
and LC formation IS not allowed 

With the [+d] feature not only can we determine the exclusive SC argument 
structure of relocation verbs, but we can also determine mchoative argument 
structure In both Spanish and English stative or mchoattve structure ts allowed for 
SCVs, but not for SC formation of LA Vs Consider 

(35) 
a) La nieve cubr16 la tterra Snow covered the ground ' 
b) •La madera carg6 el cami6n. Wood loaded the truck 
(35) shows that SCVs have alternative structures, 1 e, Y entity hcensmg Substance 
role is associated with Sub1ect and Z entity hcensmg So the semantic element [+d] 1s 
an argument sensitive feature, and also constrains the well-formedness of 
mchoatlve constructlons Also m Chinese, when MAN IS used in the SC formahon 
of LAVs, an inchoative construction 1s well-formed, but ma SC formation of LAVs 
without MAN, the inchoattve constructton is ungrammatical Consider 

(36) 
a) Su1 zhengzheng guan-mln-le pingz1 

Water really load -full -LE bottle 'Water really filled the whole bottle' 
b) •su1 guan-le pingz1 

Water load-LE bottle 'Water loaded the bottle' 
In (36) the Chinese data also illustrate that the [+d] feature is directly related to 
inchoabve formation 

Any relocation predicate with the [+d] feature for its Z entity, must have SC 
formation or Container-ob1ect fonnabon, and LS formation is not allowed To 
speafy this particular cognitive property for SCVs, we may change Rappaport and 
Levin's (1988) LCS to 

(37) X [CAUSE [ Z change to a l+d] State [wtth Y]] 
Although the two formations are used to represent the same relocation acbon, 
when the [+d] Arg selectional feature xs introduced, the lmguisttc expression in 
predication must express the change of state The reason for this is that the [ +d] 
feature md1cates a concrete resultant state of a dimensional entity due to the 
relocation activity, then the cognitive structure for propos1tton can only be SC but 
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not LC We may mterpret the cognitive process introduced by the [+d] feature as it 
stops the semantic-to-syntax mappmg towards the LC formation Therefore, the use 
of [+d] selechonal feature is a cogrutJ.vely motivated constraint to determme the 
argument structure of a relocation predicate, and the [+d] feature is a syntachcally 
relevant cogruhvely onented semantic feature for relocahon pred1cahon In this way 
the differenttab.on between LC & SC formab.ons has a cogruhvely-onented semanhc 
basis mstead of an apparent pragmatic or low-level semantic one as m Fillmore's 
(1968) focusmg theory When the lexical conceptual structure for a given relocation 
predicate is [An Agent causes a locahon to be a completely unbounded and aggregate 
media for a substance], the cognitive concept must be change of state (Rappaport and 
Levm 1988) for this predicate, i e , the result of the relocation action is that the enhty 
wluch receives the action that represents a space (two-d1mens1onal or three 
dunens1onal) becomes full (totally and everywhere) of a substance, therefore a SC 
formahon 1s mev1table and obligatory for a lmgwsttc expression On the other hand, 
LC formahon IS used to express the cognitive concept of [An Agent causes an enhty 
to physically move to a [-DIM} Place} 

V. Arg.-Select1on of LCVs, SCVs & LA Vs 
To conclude, lexico-semantic mformahon such as Arg -selectional restnction, 

in add1non to 6-role assignment, is needed for detenmnmg the PAS of a given 
predicate type In principle, a language could encode all four of these selectional 
options as hsted here 1) [-DIM] [-d], 2) [+DIM] [+d], 3) [-DIM] [+d], and 4) [+DIM] [-dl 
Across the three languages studied, [-DIM] and (-d] features determine a exclusive LC 
formation, and [+DIM] and [+d] features determine a exclusive SC formation 
preventmg any counterpart alternative formahons Thus, the remammg relocation 
verbs which require [+DIM] and [-dl features for their lexical entnes, must be LA Vs 
Smee semantically [-DIM] feature is incompatible with [+d] feature, there are no 
verbs that share the two features All possible combinations are illustrated m (38) 

(38) 
a) X,,Y .. ~~ LC PAS: X <Y,, Z> b)X,Y .z~sc PAS: x <Z,,(Y)> 

c-~~111 (+~~11} 
c) X.,Y~--+LA PAS:(X <Y,, Z>} 

r~~l1} X <Z. (Y)> 
d)* x .. v.~ 

{-'!.er J 

Hale and Keyser (1987) hold that what enables a speaker to determine the 
behavior of a verb IS its meaning Generative grammarians have found many 
important and consistent correlations between syntactic structure and meanmg It 
seems clear to me that general theones of Grammar will have to be revised to 
account for these semantic/ syntactic correlations, which I call lexicon-to-PAS 
mapping ThlS work 1s guided by the assumption that verb meanings control the 
selection and mterpretahon of verb arguments If tlus is so, careful examinations of 
various types of verbal structures should reveal underlymg semantic consIStencies I 
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have attempted to delimit and systematize aspects of relocahon verb behavior with 
the intention of contributing to the development of a theory of lexical knowledge 
Ideally, such a theory must provide lingwshcally mohvated lexical entries for verbs 
which incorporate a representahon of verb mearung, and wluch allow the mearungs 
of verbs to be properly associated with the syntachc expressions of their arguments 
The study shows that a-relations in the GB framework of Chomsky (1982, 1986} are 
insufficient to determine PAS Other cognitively related semantic elements such as 
Arg -selectional constramts are necessary to deteI'IIllne PAS 

Why do these semantic elements, but not others, connect semantics to 
syntax? The answer is simple When Z entity denotes a [-Dim] locative, the 
d1mens1onahty of thIS entity IS totally ignored by the speaker, Cognitively if there is 
no lexical-semantic denotation of the inner space of an entity, it is impossible to 
express the state-change of its inner space unless it disappears (if it could disappear, 
there wouldn't be a Z entity denoting a location) Therefore, the only possible 
syntactic structure for a relocation predicate requmng a [-Dim] Z entity will be 
exclusively the LC formation When a relocahon predicate requires its Y entity to 
fully occupy the space represented by the Z entity, tlus predicate cogrubvely focuses 
only on the changing state of the Z enhty from 'not full' to 'full' That is the reason 
why when a relocahon predicate has [ +d] Z entity m its Lexicon, only SC formation 
is permitted 
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